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Introduction

Very few tokens & Community projects managed to take the spotlight in the
Crypto space and become successful, all of them had one thing in common: a
solid community that works as a team, this confirms how effectively building a
strong community nwill lead you to massive success.
The problem is a lot of people are losing tons of money every day on repeated
copy-paste scams, rug pull projects, etc. chasing the next 100x or 1000x but
risking it all.
That is why the H2E (Hold to Earn) decided to step in, to solve all the problems
and give the people what they need and give the investors what they are
looking for. The H2E loved the fact that now the power can be in the hands of
people if they only can stick together, but on the other hand, the H2E did not like
that 99.9% are losing money in a category that he created so he decided to
drop the Most Solid crypto coin.
The H2E will be the best coin ever created with a solid use case that will make
you feel safe & relaxed, knowing that you are investing in the future and no need
to check the charts every minute. From a unique idea to an amazing investment
ecosystem.
H2E is a community-driven project that's goal is to provide an ecosystem for
anyone to earn and interact with crypto and DeFi at their own pace. H2E offers
beyond the wall of the just blockchain we want to use both powers of crypto and
potential projects launched through our launchpad. What H2E intends to do is
merge those two concepts and allow for a more free and brighter future with a
byproduct of crypto earning and adoption.
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Our Mission

Our goal is to provide generational wealth to all of our loyal holders with
reflection functionality, real estate renting, and investment in the project
launched through the launchpad. We redistribute 7% of every buy and sell
transaction fee to H2E holders.
Our mission is to provide actual value and real-world use cases to make H2E a
leader in the DeFi space, by developing a complete ecosystem. The ecosystem
will consist of our crypto-powered launchpad, crypto token, real estate
investment platform, and other financial offerings, with more to follow, as the
H2E takes shape.
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H2E Token

By combining the power of blockchain and cryptocurrency we created a token
that is better than any other token available in the market, with a higher
automatic reward. H2E is the first reflection project with an actual utility on top of
the community's efforts to hold and grow. You probably already know this, but
with $H2E you will have higher profits than any other reflection token out there.
We made it better.
H2E’s mission is to bring popular cryptocurrency concepts to the mainstream.
Unlike older, comparable projects, H2E introduces holders to next-gen concepts
such as participation rewards, hold to earn, and more.
H2E’s mission is to bring popular cryptocurrency concepts to the mainstream.
Unlike older, comparable projects, H2E introduces holders to next-gen concepts
such as participation rH2E’s long-term goal is to establish itself as an industry
leader in the emerging Decentralized Finance sector. The management at H2E
believes that the underlying factor that will continue to define Blockchain
products is the ability to give people and businesses more power and control
over their finances. This is the driving force behind H2E, i.e., providing a platform
to the people where they can freely utilize their crypto assets in a fully secure,
seamless, and affordable online environment.ewards, hold to earn, and more.
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H2E Token

Reflection Reward
Reflection rewards are the best way to benefit the community and give back to
them. Each owner of H2E tokens is eligible to automatically receive $H2E from
the reward pool. The reward pool contains several $H2E tokens reserved by the
contract. The contract uses a portion of the tax applied to every sell transaction
(7%) to do this. Unlike the other reflection projects, we reward whole transaction
tax to holders. This can be beneficial in the following ways:

More tokens are held or transactions are performed more the big the award
pool is going to be.

It also encourages the flow of tokens from one account to another.

It also provides benefits to users.
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Multiple Way to Earn

H2E is aiming to create multiple
sources of income for its holder from
its platform. The H2E is developing a
decentralized finance ecosystem
that allows H2E to invest in real-world
projects or rent real-estate but in a
more secure and decentralized way.
Holders of the coin can earn more
with their coin than any other coin in
the market. H2E holders do not
necessarily have to trade constantly
to earn rewards in the community.
They can earn from the profit earned
through these investments. The
outside investment will be done
through our launchpad which will be
launched in 4th phase of our
roadmap. More details are given in
the next section
Lastly, our virality, engagement, and capacity to be user-friendly make us an
easy stepping stone into the crypto-world. People want to invest in a project
which is beneficial in multiple ways so it is a chance for them to earn from the
platform.
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Launchpad

In recent months launchpads have gained a lot of publicity but most of them fail
due to their lack of experience, vision, creativity, and community. Here is where
we separate ourselves. We are creating a launchpad where people from all over
the world a bring their idea to our launchpad and our team will look into those
projects from every angle possible. Once the team is done with their verification
and testing the project will be presented to the community. If the community
agrees we will invest in those projects and ideas.
We are a community-driven project with a founder that has an astute Venture
Capital background and is extremely connected in this space. This combined
with our team's massive circle of influence gives us the ability to launch any
project putting the moon in our rearview. So, this is the best opportunity for the
entrepreneurs who are looking for a chance that can boost their project to the
moon. We believe that if your ideas are worthy no one is going to stop you from
this opportunity.
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Expert Team

Our team consists of highly talented, intensely driven individuals with extensive
experience in building successful businesses and we are extremely connected in
the traditional business and crypto space. Crypto coins thrive on community
and H2E has an already established network is that is beyond compare.

Our team agrees that no other coin feels like home and we will establish the
same for our community. The team refuses to be another coin where the main
concern is watching the chart 24/7. Collectively we are unstoppable and with
our team members residing in several different time zones throughout the world,
we can work around the clock. Just like crypto is 24/7, we are 24/7.
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Core Values

COMMUNITY

We believe the community is, and always will be the core of this
project. Our community is dispersed around the world. Our
project is going to be viral and worldwide. As we continue to
grow, people from different countries are becoming a part of
this project.

INCLUSION

Our community offers a place for everyone. We do not tolerate
any form of discrimination. We welcome people of any
background, race, religion, gender, and orientation. People with
any level of knowledge are welcome. We invite you to come as
you are and contribute how you can, this project will continue to
be a community-driven effort.
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Core Values

TRANSPARENCY

At H2E, we believe in decentralization and we are moving in that
direction. Every decision is made with the community in mind.
As such, we plan on moving towards a true decentralization
that our community can make decisions in unison.

Opportunity

The Crypto market is the world of opportunities. We are also
aiming to do so. By providing users multiple opportunities to
grow with us. Our holders can have a diverse portfolio with
multiple ways to earn the benefits. There is an opportunity for
investors, side hustlers, and merchants they can use the
platform to earn the benefits.
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Tokenomics

5% ON THE BUY
Goes To Projects Funding & Marketing
14% ON SELL
7%Project Funding & Marketing
7%Usdt Rewards

7% Project Funding & Marketing

7% Usdt Rewards
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Roadmap

01
Develop the website
Set up social media’s
Whitepaper v1
Audit by interfi
Marketing and exposure
Presale on PinkSale

02
Launch on pancake swap
CMC & CG listing
Marketing on all social media platforms
2000+ holders
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Phase

Roadmap

Phase

03
Partnership with investment companies
Real state mining
Partnership with investment companies
Mining station v1
CEX’s Listing
HotBit
Bit mart
Probit

04
Website v2
Whitepaper v2
launch-pad launch
Open proposal submission
Introduce the first list of projects to the community

Develop the project picked by the community
Develop the first fully-owned real-life project
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Phase

